
The Brilliant Basics: Teaching Routines

There are 5 routines which we follow to support high quality teaching. As with the Behaviour
equivalents, teachers are requested to use these techniques in their daily teaching, and support and
training is available where required. It is of course recognised that staff are trained experts in
teaching their subjects - therefore colleagues are invited and expected to adapt and refine these
techniques to suit their subject and classes best of all.

Purpose Brilliant
Basic

How

To support students to transfer
knowledge into their long term memory
To give students a taste of success at
the start of each lesson
To create an orderly start to the lesson

Daily
Review

Students complete a short activity at the start
of each lesson to engage with helpful prior
content

Usually, this is a short quiz, although other
approaches are possible

Choose some content from prior topics, and
some which is useful for the upcoming lesson

Aim to pitch so that all students are able to
get some sense of success, eg through easier
early questions.

To allow us to check for understanding
To ensure that all students have a voice
To create an engaged, attentive
classroom

Cold Call When questioning the class for the purposes
of recall and checking for understanding, use
the following structure:
- Pose the question
- Give thinking time
- Say the name of the student who you

want to answer

Skilful Cold Call depends upon knowing the
students well, and supporting less confident
students to take part (such as by checking
that they do understand before calling on
them to answer)

To ensure that students understand
how to do tasks, and how to do them
well

I do, we
do, you do

Model tasks carefully by:

I do - the teacher completes the task, an
example, or part of the task themselves,
narrating their thinking.

We do - the teacher leads the class in
completing the task, an example, or part of
the task together.

You do - students then complete the task,
further examples or the rest of the task,
themselves independently.

To ensure that students are able to
become absorbed in their independent
work

Silent Solo In the ‘you do’ section, or for other
examples of independent work, students
work on their own in silence.



Take time as a teacher to monitor the class
carefully and wait / watch until they become
absorbed.

To support student confidence by
enabling them to rehearse answers or
ideas in pairs, particularly for more
open questions or activities.
To develop oracy skills and confidence

Think-Pair-
Share

Pose a question or activity to students in
pairs.

Students discuss their answer or complete
the activity together.

Teacher takes feedback from the pairs.


